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Reichenhallerstrasse 27
New apartment block in Freilassing

The new apartment building is located
in Freilassing, a town near the Austrian
border. The complex with 31 units lies
in a residential area of the city, close to
the river.
I led the detail planning including the
facades, roof, terraces, entrances and
many others.
The house was finished in 2015.
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Devin Haute Patisserie
Luxury bakery in Seoul
CONCEPT

Devin Haute Patisserie is a planned francise luxury bakery in Seoul.
Based on hypothetical locations and
the technical requirements I created a
concept, starting from the brand image,
color schemes and space solutions to
materials, facades and interior design.
The innovative concept consists of creating a central area, that serves all types
of patisserie and allows a glance in the
kitchen, like a sushi bar. The bakery will
be not only a shop but a meeting point.
The
version will be called
C O N C Eluxury
PT
C O N “Devin”
CEPT
French
and
traditiona smaller
modern culture one “Montipain”.
connection
D o u b l e

b r a n d

The aim of the boutique's interior design is to grasp the Essence of
and

D o u b l e

CONCEPT

The central area, the core of Devin, is the

embedded in Devin's pastries and bakeries.

It’s the

b r a n d

s t r a t e g y

Sweet bar unites the selling area and the seating area.
The selling area is more traditional and classic in its design. It will be most busy

The

Double brand
s t r a t e g y

s t r a t e g y

S W E E T B A R.

of all the main areas of the bakery and at the same time it’s the

interaction of clients, staff and products.

during the day and early evening.
The seating area will be more modern but still have classic elements and shall be
cozy and comfortable. Here the people can have a coffee and enjoy food the whole day,
including at night with some wine.

CONCEPT

1 common landmark:

3 in 1: The sweet bar
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The “sweet bar” is not a common bar but it will be a mix of entertainment, production,
drinks like wine and coffee, food, gourmet dinner and high quality patisserie
27 Dec.2013

Rendering of a Devin Haute Patisserie version
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Devin Haute Patisserie
Luxury bakery in Seoul

Version of Devin Patisserie

Version of Montipain

Asiance new office
Digital Root - A mix of old and modern

Asiance is digital agency specialized in
Asian markets. From its office in Seoul
Asiance delivers a full range of digital
services from concept creation to web
development and media buying.
The Shin-A Memorial Building built in
1930 is the nest of the Asiance office.
The design strategy was to merge the
identity of the place and the Corporate
Identity in order to create an unique environment conductive to creative activities and human interaction.
The existing ceiling structure has been
restored and used as a pattern giving
consistency to all the different areas of
the office. At his core a Creative Plaza
has been created to increase interaction
between employees and support gathering events. The East Wing is the Executive areas with a large meeting room.
The West Wing is the place for the Bar
and the Creative Lounge.

Entrance and reception area

Asiance new office
Digital Root - A mix of old and modern

The mix of materials was very important
in this project. The existing roof structure contrasts the white hanging ceiling
parts.
The central plaza has a grass carpet and
wall and ceiling are a wide chalkboard
waiting for sketches and ideas.
The epoxid floor unites all the areas of
the office.
The lights were carefully chosen for each
area to garantee the perfect atmosphere
for the 40 employees.

Central Plaza

Asiance new office
Digital Root - A mix of old and modern

Meeting rooms

Asiance new office
Digital Root - A mix of old and modern

Each meeting room has it’s own character and style. One meeting room serves
as lounge as well.
Red is the company color that is set as
an accent all over the space.
The furniture was designed by me or
chosen from designers to create a mix
between vintage and modern.
The office design was mentioned in differnt Korean magazins such as Marie
Claire Maison.
http://www.archilovers.com/p89979/
Asiance-New-Office-2013#images

Open office

Hotspots
The first step to change the Mapo Oil Reserve Base

The competitions aimed to find a new
use for old oil tanks and it’s surrounding
area.
The idea is to create a park in which
there are different hotspot. And with
hotspots I mean activities.
The generation of the park is divided in
3 phases.
Phase 1 – A pedestrian bridge is built
to connect the area to the subway and
World cup stadium. The tanks will host
temporary uses.
Phase 2 – New Hotspots are created, a
water plaza, a play area and a vertical
garden that connect to the bridge.
”Spots” are placed on and in the tanks.
The spots are units that shall support
the new permanent functions. The new
infrastructure.
Phase 3 – the existing trail is completed
and a new trail is added to the new park.

Hotspots
The first step to change the Mapo Oil Reserve Base

Overview of the park

Art in Village
Our Land - An art project in the Sabuk coal mine

Sabuk is a village in the beautiful mountains of East Korea. It had one of the
biggest coal mines of the country but
unfortunately they were closed down
recently, so many people had to move.
In order to revitalize the area, every
year Art in Village invites national and
international young professionals to create unique spaces.
This project is directly linked to the
Sabuk mine, tthat is now a museum and
people can visit the shaft up to 500m
inside of the mountain.

Sabuk coal mine - Tower and Gabion wall

Site: Sabuk
Completion: 2011
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Sabuk is a village in the beautiful mountains of East Korea. It had one of the
biggest coal mines of the country but
unfortunately they were closed down
recently, so many people had to move.
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The gabion wall and the pavilion represent with its material, the strong relation
of the land and people to the history of
this place. The strong past and the land
build the present and the future of this
place. The beautiful green mountains
look untouched but their heart is man
made with all it’s tunnels and coal. In
Sabuk nature and human are bounded.
The composition of coal and green in
the gabions shall symbolize this.

I

Planner
Eleonora Cardella, Visiting Professor
Dept. of Urban Engineering, University of Seoul
90 Cheonnong-dong, Dongdaemun-gu,
Seoul, 130-743 Korea
Phone: +822-2210-5384

H/B = 296.8 / 419.8 (0.12m²)

Allplan

Art in Village
Our Land - An art project in the Sabuk coal mine

In the former canteen of the mine a
new space is created to mix the past
with the present. The old can coexist
with new design and style to have a
unique atmosphere.
The details were very important for
this project. Not only the choice of existing materials and objects but also
the choice of the new elements. The
old furniture is a part of the mine offices while new one was deliberately
chosen very modern and in contrasting colors to the existing ones.
Art is part of the museum cafe. The
two big wall pictures are strongly related to the mine.
The sky and the mine tower should
represent a wish for Sabuk and the
mine. The wish of “light heartedness”.
The thought of a light future after
heavy past.
The train shall represent two thing at
the same time, the passing of time
and the timeless.

Art in Village
Our Land - An art project in the Sabuk coal mine

Coal mine Cafe

Visiting Professor at University of Seoul
Department of Urban design and planning at the University of Seoul

I was visiting professor at the Faculty of
Urban Design and Planning of the University of Seoul. I taught undergraduates, graduates and PhD students.
My classes were environmental design
I&II, European case studies, Visual
Communication, Urban Design Basics
and Design studios.
All classes were based on instructional
plans and syllabus developed by myself,
and approved by the faculty. As a result
of my teaching, my students won the
alumni price for best final project for two
consecutive years and won a competition to travel to Europe.

Officlal starting ceremony of my visiting professor position

Article about the faculty of urban planning&design

Palais at the Opera
Living and working in the heart of Munich

The‘Palais an der Oper’enjoys a prominent
location in the heart of Munich’s historic
city center. Directly adjacent to the Opera
and the famous Residenz, the building
has a striking historical facade.
Originally commissioned by King Ludwig
I in 1834, the building will be completly
renovated and will hold restaurants,
luxury retail, apartments and offices.
For this project I am designing various
areas, and developing details to integrate
modern architecture and latetest
technologies with the old structure of
the building thus fulfilling the strict
monument protection requirements of
the German building code.

Plot 16 Moskau
Moscow

International Business Center in Moscow, Russia

Site Area: 2.52 hectares
Project Area: 43.000 sqm
Completion: 2011

Plot
a mixed-use
project
for business
Plot16
16isis
a mixed-use
development
and
living
in
Moscow.
The
project
in Moscow for business and living.
includes
exclusive
residences,
The project includes exclusive offices,
one
hotel, and
structured
All
residences,
office
space, aparking.
hotel, and
buildings
are
linked
at
the
street
level
structured parking. The buildings are
by
landscaped
paths, plazas,
linked
at streetpedestrian
level by landscaped
shops,
bars
and
restaurants.
pedestrian paths, plazas, shops, bars
The
will be built in two stages:
and area
restaurants.
first
Plot
16
offices
and
The area will A,
be including
build in two
stages:
apartments,
and
second
Plot
16
B,
with
Plot 16 A, the office tower and the
aresidential
hotel and parking
space.
tower, first
and Plot 16 B,
the hotel and parking garage, later.
I joined the project in the design phase
of
Plot 16the
A and
developed
firedesign
rating
I joined
project
at thethe
last
schemes
for
the
first
building.
Following
stage of Plot 16 A and developed
Russian
determined
the fire codes
rating Ischemes
for emergency
the office
exits
and
set
the
fire
rating
fortower.
walls and
building and the residential
correspondent
doors.
Following russian codes I was able
to determin the right distances for
Together
office
emergencywith
exitsthe
and landscape
set the right
SWA
in
San
Francisco,
I
also
developed
fire rating for the different walls and
the roof
correspondent
the
landscape doors.
and design for the
second building with particular focus on
architectural details of the exterior wall.

For Plot 16 B I designed the
roof landscape together with
the landscape office SWA in San
Francisco focusing on the contruction
details concerning the exterior wall
and the roof design.
Renderings by SOM

Sketch Hotel roof

Sketch Hotel roof

Renderings by SOM

NATO Headquarters
NATO
Headquarters
in Brussels, Belgium
International
Treaty Organization
Headquarters in Brussels, Belgium

The building for the NATO Headquarters
The building
for the
International with
provides
each
member-nation
Treaty
Organization
Headquarters
embassy-level security and privacy,
provides
each member-nation
with
while
providing
shared space, meeting
embassy-level
security
and
privacy
opportunities and infrastructure for all
while also providing shared space,
members.
several meeting opportunities and
infrastructure.
I developed details for varying entrances
with focus on security requirements and
I worked on this project for two
the use of customized materials.
weeks developing details for different
entrances, with focus on security
measures and the use of special
materials for the construction.

Rendering by SOM

Rendering by SOM

Site Area: 100 acres
Project Area: 2.000.000 sqf
Completion: 2012

Pavilion for Broadgate
Stair
United
Kingdom
Stairenclosure
EnclosureininLondon,
London,
United
Kingdom

The
‘201and
Bishopsgate’
and ‘The
201 buildings
Bishopsgate
The Broadgate
Broadgate
Tower’
are
prominently
located
Tower stand prominently in London’s
in
London’s
Broadgate
business
renowned Broadgate business district,
and
include
offices,
cafés, are
restaurants,
district.
The new
buildings
bars,
boutiques,
and shops.
located
above active
rail lines and
not only include the two commercial
On
the main
plaza
the buildings
buildings,
but
alsobetween
cafés, restaurants,
boutiques
and
abars,
staircase
occupies
theshops.
prominent view. To
leverage the prominent position, I wanted
Ontransform
the mainthe
plaza
site aplace
stair,and
to
stairoftothe
special
coming from
the basement,
occupies
designed
a sculptural
enclosure.
part of the prominent view.
Starting from the idea of
transforming a simple stair into
a sculpture. I designed possible
construction details.

Pavilion for
for Broadgate
Broadgate
Pavilion

Stairenclosure
EnclosureininLondon,
London,
United
Kingdom
Stair
United
Kingdom

II finally
developed
the details
and drawing
developed
the necessary
plans
to
conduct
a
full
cost
evaluation
details and draw plans in order
to
and
created
the
basis
for
continued
make a realist cost evaluation
and
construction
planning.
created a base
to eventually continue
the planning for construction.

Shenyang Shenhe District
Kerry Shenyang Center in Shenyang, China

The
Center
The Kerry
site forShenyang
the future
Kerry is planned
to
be
the
hallmark
project
Shenyang Center is at one offor
thea new
business
district
of
Shenyang.
Each
of the
new expanding areas of Shenyang
three
project
parts
will
be
build
one
after
and will become part of a new
another,
giving
room
to
space,
retail,
modern city district.
offices and a luxury hotel.
The project is divided in three
With
thesites
hotel
the
firstin project
smaller
andbeing
will be
built
and
influencing
others,
we closely
different
stages. the
It shall
become
examined
positioning,
form
and height
a mixture of
residences,
service
of
the hotel. Upon
apartments,
retail,completion,
offices andthe
a hotel
holds
luxury 300
hotel.guest suites, a 2.200 sqm
ballroom, a business center, restaurants
and
spa hotel
and wellness
The anew
will be area.
built on the
Northern part of the site.
Since this part of the project is
planned to be terminated first, our
team started to look closer at the
position, form and height of the hotel
building.
The program of the hotel includes
300 rooms,15.000 sqm of service
apartments, a 2.200 sqm ballroom, a
business center, two restaurant and
a generous spa and wellness area.
We started to develop various
schemes and tried different
approaches, onsidering the program,
the different ways of accesses to the
hotel and the client‘s wishes

Site Area: 172.700 sqm
Project Area: ca. 50% of Site
Master plan in progress

Shenyang Shenhe District
Kerry Shenyang Center in Shenyang, China

Example
of aofscheme
that positions
the
This is one
the numerous
schemes
suites
towards
the
park,
the
lobby
of
the
that positions the rooms towards
ballroom,
andwell
theas
main
the park as
thelobby.
foyer of the
Ballroom and the main entrance to
the lobby.
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St. Valentinshof

Building
Building a
a new
new residence
residence for
for elderly
elderly people
people in
in Munich,
Munich, Germany
Germany

St.
Valentinshof is aisretirement
residence
St.
St. Valentinshof
Valentinshof is a
a residence
residence for
for
for
the
elderly
citizens
of
Munich
and
the
the elderly,
elderly, that
that has
has been
been built
built in
in
encompasses
four
buildings
including
Munichs
Munichs neighborhood.
neighborhood. There
There are
are 33
33
acomportable
park, a cafe, apartments
seminar rooms,
a allow
gym, a
that
comportable apartments that allow
pool
and physiotherapy facilities.
The
to
to live
live indipendendently
indipendendently and
and at
at the
the
buildings
hold
33
apartments
designed
same
same time
time have
have all
all conforts
conforts and
and
for
independent
living
and maximum
assistence.
assistence.
comfort, assistance and accessibility for
handicapped.
The
The project
project consists
consists of
of four
four connecconnected
buildings
and
has
a
ted buildings and has a generous
generous

As
a leading
project architect, I had
park
park on
on the
the South.
South.
regular
contact
with consultants,
The
The first
first building
building toward
toward the
the street
street
contractors,
the
construction
company
has
a
cafe,
seminar
rooms,
has a cafe, seminar rooms, a
a gym,
gym, a
a
and
the
client and regularly
visited
pool
and
physiotherapy
facilities.
pool and physiotherapy facilities.
the
site. the
Among others,
I headed the
The
The full
full the building
building is
is designed
designed to
to
design
and
detailing
of
several
parts of
have
have the
the maximum
maximum confort
confort for
for elderelderthe
residence.
Furthermore,
I prepared
ly
are
accessible.
ly and
and
are handicapped
handicapped
accessible.
the tender documents and chose
constructions
II worked
this
worked for
for companies.
this project
project for
for nearly
nearly
two
years
designing
a
consistent
two years designing a consistent

part
part of
of the
the construction
construction drawings
drawings
and
details.
and details. II had
had frequent
frequent contact
contact
with
with consultants,
consultants, contractors,
contractors, the
the
construction
construction firm
firm and
and the
the client
client and
and
regularly
regularly visited
visited the
the site.
site.

Project
Project Area:
Area: 3.852
3.852 sqm
sqm
Completion:
April
Completion: April 2008
2008

St. Valentinshof

Building
Building aa new
new residence
residence for
for elderly
elderly people
people in
in Munich,
Munich, Germany
Germany

Level -01

Cafe`

Level 00

Seminar room

Swimmingpool

Gym hall

Curved concrete garage

St. Valentinshof

Seniorenwohnheim
in München,
Deutschland
Building a new residence
for elderly
people in Munich, Germany

Some
of the highlights
St.particularly
Valentinshof
St. Valentinshof
is fullofof
are
its
details.
The
facades
remember
the
well thought details.
Mediterranean
style
and
the
selected
The facades should remember the
colors
light and friendly
and
theselected
chosen
mediterrenean
style and
the
materials
create
a
pleasant
atmosphere.
colours are intentionally light and
friendly.
The materials were chosen to create
a pleasant atmosphere. We were
particulary concerned to make the
apartments as comfortable as possible but at the same time follow a
clear linear design.
I was in charge of the design and
detailing of several parts of the
residence.
I prepared the plans for the future
bidding and construction choosing
possible firms and trying different
methods and designs. An example
was the developing of this sunscreens on rails.

Europan 9

European town
town planning
planning competition
conpetition in
European
in Straubing,
Straubing, Germany
Germany

Europan
European
architecture
Europan 9is isa an
european
wide
compecompetition
were
architects
all
tion that makes it possible forfrom
young
over
Europe
can
compete
on
a
wide
architects to design and develop
range
of on
project.
Cross-functional
their ideas
a existing
site.
and
cross-cultural
teams
are city
highly
The architects can choose any
encouraged
a European
that decrees to
the enforce
competition
europe
thought
participants.
wide andamong
can also
choose to work

Image Ballestrem-Areal

with people of different disciplines.
Together with a colleague and a
landscape
architect
I participated
the
In collaboration
with
a colleagueinand
competition
the transformation
a landscapefor
architect
we decidedof an
abandoned
industrial
in Straubing,
to choose the
projectarea
in Straubing,
Germany.
Our team developed a
Bavaria, Germany.
transformation concept with a new
cultural
area including
artisan, alofts,
Our challenge
was to transform
nemultifunctional
hall,
cafes, restaurants
arly abandonned
industrial
site into
and
a city
park. area with artisanry,
a new
cultural
lofts, multifunctional hall, cafes and
Our
conceptandused
restaurants
a newthe
citypark
park.as a
connector between a public area in
the
south
and abandoned
a restricted area
in west.
In the
south,
industrial
Cultural
activities
would betooffered
halls were
recommended
be keptin
the
south,
sports
a hostel
while
in the
westactivities,
a restricted
areaand
should
remain
skate
park
in theclosed
north. to the public.
We tried to use the park to connect
the northern part of the site with the
south. While the south is intended to
become a cultural center, the north
shall offer many activities for the
youth such as sports center, a hostel
and a skater park.
Both areas have ample plazas with
different atmospheres. While the
northern one is thought for physical
activities, the southern plaza is animated by cafes, a sculpural landscape and is intended to be used for
artistic performances.
In the old industrial halls to the
south we created a mixture of
rehearsal rooms, lofts for young
artist and a capacious concert hall.

Lageplan M 1:1000

In diesem Gebiet haben wir einen neuen Baukörper gesetzt. Dieser beinhaltet das Jugendhaus,
das sich über drei Geschosse erstreckt.
Im westlich angrenzenden Riegel sind neuen Räumlichkeiten für universitäre und wissenschaftliche
Einrichtungen untergebracht. Der Gedanke ist hierbei, Jugend und Wissenschaft zu vereinen, in
dem Seminarräume gemeinsam genutzt werden können. Der Austausch geschieht aussschließlich
im ersten Geschoss. Auch haben die „Wissenschaftler“ die Möglichkeit die Einrichtungen des
Jugendhauses zu nutzen.
Des weiteren wurden auch Unterkünfte für längere Aufenthalte dieser geschaffen. Diese beﬁnden
sich sowohl in den Boxen auf dem Dach als auch in den Boxen, die im Norden an das Gebäude
angrenzen.
Den bestehende große Baukörper haben wir in einen Indoor-Halle umfunktioniert. Hier gibt es die
Möglichkeit zu klettern, Soccer-Five zu spielen oder Fitness zu betreiben.
Auch auf den großﬂächigen Freiräumen haben wir sportliche Aktivitäten, wie einen Skaterpark,
Beach-, Basketball- und Fußballplätze, gesetzt. Die großzügigen Geländestufen bieten sich auch
für Freiluftkino und –theater an.

Europan 9

Optimale Flächenausnutzung bei
größtmöglicher Flexibilität

European town
town planning
planning competition
conpetition in
European
in Straubing,
Straubing, Germany
Germany
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Bestandskörper

Multifunktionshalle OG M 1:200

Fassadenprinzip
Die alten Fassaden werden mit einer
neuen Struktur belegt.
Das Alte ist unter dem Neuem immer
noch präsent.

Schnitt Multifunktionshalle M 1:200

Jugendhaus 1.OG M 1:200
Lounge

Lager

Schließfächer
Putzraum

Lounge

Großraumküche

Pasta

Grill

Garderobe

Pizza

Jugendhaus EG M 1:200

Lag

Personal

Bandhaus_Gastronomie EG M 1:200

Multifunktionshalle EG M 1:200

Wir haben das Areal in zwei Bereiche gegliedert.
Die an den Steinweg angrenzenden Gebäude haben wir mit den Funktionen Wohnen und
Arbeiten belegt.
Die Erdgeschosszone wird für kleine Werkstätten, Ateliers usw. genutzt. Erschließung und
M 1:200
Anlieferung kann sowohl über den Völkl-Hof, als auch über neu angelegteLängsschnitt
befestigte Flächen
im Norden erfolgen. Der Hof soll auch für temporäre Events genutzt werden. Wir denken
hierbei an kleinere Märkte oder auch an Ausstellungen der ansässigen Handwerker und
Künstler.
In den oberen Geschossen beﬁnden sich kleine Wohnungen, so dass Arbeiten und Wohnen
in einem „Haus“ vereint ist. Die Dachﬂächen werden begrünt, so dass dem privaten
Kräutergarten auch mitten im Gewerbegebiet nichts im Wege steht.
Der zweite Bereich umfasst die Öffentliche Zone. Die große, zweigeschossige Halle wird
als Multifunktionshalle genutzt. Es wird ein Teil der Zwischendecke aufgebrochen, so dass
ein großzügiger Raum über zwei Geschosse entsteht. Hier sind die unterschiedlichsten
Veranstaltungen denkbar, von Konzerten bis Modeschauen.
Das Erdgeschoss der westlichen Völkl-Hallen wird das Zentrum des Öffentlichen Bereichs. Es
enthält Gastronomie, Loungebereiche und Multifunktionsräume. Verbunden ist es über eine
erhöhte Terrasse mit dem neu gesetzten Kunst Kubus, auf dessen Dach sich ein SkulpturenGarten beﬁndet.
Das Erdgeschoss steht auch in direkter Verbindung mit dem neu geschaffenem
AnsichtPlatz.
Süd Dieser
M 1:200
bietet durch seine Größe Raum für alle möglichen Veranstaltungen, hat aber auch durch die
Setzung von Grün und Sitzsteinen Aufenthaltsqualität zu bieten.
In den oberen Geschossen ist das Bandhaus untergebracht. In den Hallen beﬁnden sich die
Übungsräume und Aufnahmestudios.
Die Dachﬂächen bekommen parasitäre Wohn-Boxen. Diese sind aufgeständert, so dass sich
darunter eine parkähnliche Anlage entwickeln kann. Hier haben die Musiker, Künstler… die
Möglichkeit zu übernachten.
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